
 
 
 

 
All Souls Episcopal Church 

Washington, D.C. 
 

Vestry Meeting Minutes 
October 29, 2017 

 
A quorum being present, the meeting was opened with a prayer at 1:00 PM. 
 
Quorum: Father Jadon Hartsuff, Rector; Daniel Callis, Senior Warden; Greg Lebel, Junior 
Warden; Melissa Barrett (by telephone); Trevor Boothe; Elaine Eaker; Daniel Froggett; Kevin 
LeGrand; and Heidi Rasciner. David Hollis, Treasurer, and Martin Geiger, Seminarian, were also 
present at the meeting. 
 
Regrets: Embry Howell; Barry Huber; and Hilary Wilcox. 
 
Review and Approval of Minutes: The minutes of the September 17, 2017 Vestry meeting 
were approved by unanimous consent, as submitted. 
 
Junior Warden’s Report:  

• Greg reported that the water meter has been successfully relocated 
• Kevin reported on a soggy area of ground that may suggest a leak 
• Greg also provided an update regarding the issue of the “as-built” drawings: we have now 

been told by Brian McDermott, DC Water and Sewer Authority (DCWASA) Director of 
Permit Operations, that he believes that we were overcharged for failing to provide post-
project drawings, and so we plan to appeal to DCWASA in accordance with their 
procedures in order to recoup some as-yet-undetermined portion of those charges 
assessed in July, 2017 

• Father Jadon noted that we are being charged an exorbitant amount in water fees, 
including “CRIAC” (Clean Rivers Impervious Area Charge); efforts are underway to get 
this charge reduced for non-profit organizations, and it may be helpful to reach out to DC 
City Council members for their support 

• We were able to avoid an increase in CRIAC related to the addition, but the existing fee 
was not eliminated 

• A reduction in CRIAC could have a dramatic impact 
 
Treasurer’s Report: 

• Review of the September 2017 Financial Statement 
o David and Father Jadon have sorted out some items and David reported that there 

are no outliers in the September report 
o The restricted account for the Garden Guild is showing a negative balance, but 

there is money in the operating budget to cover this 



o David and Father Jadon are working on eliminating negative balances in the 
restricted accounts 

o It may be possible to reduce the number of restricted accounts; Father Jadon noted 
that there are other ways to track such restrictions 

• Review of Draft 2018 Operating Budget Request 
o Changes from 2017 include: 10% increase in pledges as a placeholder; 9% 

increase in expenses; addition of ½ time Christian formation leader (currently ¼ 
time); addition to capital reserve; reduction in plate income, based on observed 
trends 

o Church use number is conservative 
o Instrumentalists for feast days are included in operating budget to more accurately 

reflect costs “to do church” 
o Salaries are listed under the Ministry to which they relate 
o Need talking points for Vestry regarding 2018 budget 
o Question about who will do the Stewardship presentations on Sunday 
o Suggestion was made to promote the personal messages from the weekly bulletins 

and encourage people to look at them again 
• Bookkeeper 

o Father Jadon thanked David for really stepping up to keep things running 
smoothly after the resignation of the bookkeeper 

o Mary Beth has taken on essentially all of the bookkeeping tasks with David’s help 
and oversight (at the same time that Sunday bulletin work is being transferred to 
the Music Director), but important to maintain internal controls 

o New software (Realm) and transfer of payroll processing to ADP will help 
o Working on a more sustainable solution for the future 

 
New Business: 
 
Endowment Board Resolutions: the Endowment Board sent two resolutions to the Vestry for 
their consideration; each resolution requires a 2/3 vote at two consecutive Vestry meetings to be 
approved. 
 
1. The Vestry authorizes a one-time $5,000 grant from the Endowment Fund to Episcopal Relief 
and Development designated for recovery efforts associated with hurricane Harvey and other 
hurricane relief (Irma and other storms) in equal amounts; and  
 
2. The Vestry amends the preamble of the Endowment and Investment Board Charter to 
enumerate allowable use of funds for disaster relief [added language in italics]: Distributions 
from the FUND shall be primarily limited to: (1) capital improvements to the Parish; (2) 
outreach ministries and grants; (3) seed money for new ministries or special one‐time Parish 
ministry projects; (4) grants for national and international disaster relief; (5) and such other 
purpose as are specifically designated by donors to the Parish whose gifts are included in the 
FUND.” 
 

• Father Jadon reminded the Vestry that All Souls parishioners have donated over $3,800 
so far to Episcopal Relief and Development, and that’s just counting money donated 



through the Rector’s Discretionary Fund and not direct donations to ERD; this 
information has been reported to parishioners in the weekly bulletin. 

• In the past, grants for disaster relief have been considered outreach, so there was some 
question about the need for a new category 

• Daniel F. made a motion to approve the first resolution to send $5,000 to ERD; the 
motion was seconded and rejected unanimously 

• Trevor made a motion to table the second resolution to amend the Endowment and 
Investment Board Charter; the motion was seconded and approved, with two votes 
against 

 
Emergency Training: Trevor said that he would get the contact information for the people who 
presented an active shooter training session at IONA 
 
Discussion of Parish Size Dynamics: 

• Father Jadon and Nathan Kirkpatrick (Duke University/Alban Institute, our facilitator 
from the Vestry retreat) realized after the Vestry retreat that All Souls is a textbook case 
of a parish in the midst of a size transition 

• Father Jadon reviewed the basics of the four different sizes (family, pastoral, program, 
and corporate) and how size is measured 

• Size is different from membership: almost everyone is attending less frequently 
• Father Jadon also talked a little bit about the history of All Souls, butting up against 

program size, but never quite making the transition 
• Membership and pledges have gone up slowly, but attendance is declining 
• What size do we want to be? What size are we called to be? 
• Transition from pastoral size to program size is very difficult and requires hard work 
• All Souls has a real choice: to grow into a program-size community or remain a pastoral-

size parish 
• There are new people who want to become more involved (not just sit in the pews), but 

they are encountering resistance 
• Threat perception: fear that welcoming the new means rejecting the old 
• Does the church have space? In many ways (e.g. related to parking, meeting, office, and 

gathering spaces), maybe not 
• Most open group is the refugee support group and that has been met with overwhelming 

interest: there is lots of pent-up demand 
• We need multiple entry points and multiple circles of involvement, sometimes in the 

same activities 
• How do we open up or create new opportunities for involvement? 
• Does the Rector need to be at everything? 
• What is our purpose? What do we want to accomplish? How does that play into the 

decision to grow into the program size category or embrace the pastoral size category? 
Can we do the things we want without the resources of a program church? 

• A steering group will be formed to consider these issues further 
 
There being no further business to come before the Vestry, the meeting was closed with a prayer 
at 3:21 PM. 



 
Attachments: 

• Rector’s Report 
• Senior Warden’s Report 
• Junior Warden’s Report 



Rector’s Report - October, 2017


The New Program Year is now well underway, with programs and initiatives new and 
old coming to life after the summer:

• Our Wise and Mature luncheons continue, with a new “guest speaker/activity”

element after the successful gathering in August during which the group organized 
the backpack collection with a staffer from Housing Up.  In September the guest 
was David Wolf from Samaritan Ministry and in October’s is/was Mother Elizabeth 
Orens who will speak about her ongoing ministry at St. Mary’s Court.


• Our Men’s Fellowship and Women’s Group have both had strong showings at their
events this fall, and I am encouraging them to plan future events a bit further in 
advance so that we can better promote them.


• Our new EFM (Education for Ministry) launched at the end of of September with
Rachelle Sam as its (fully trained in Atlanta!) facilitator. Seven people have started 
this intensive, multi-year journey with weekly meetings . . . which is a great number 
and reflects/fulfills a desire by many for more and deeper opportunities for spiritual 
formation.


• The 20s and 30s group continues to meet at least once per month. The group is
clearly looking for ways to deepen and broaden its activities from purely social 
occasions to opportunities to serve and grow. Members of the group are currently 
working to arrange dates for the group to experience/serve with the Church off the 
Epiphany’s Sunday morning ministry to the homeless called Welcome Table and the 
Salvation’s Army’s Grate Patrol, which which many Episcopal Churches participate. I 
am working with clergy from St. Margaret’s and St. Thomas on a new monthly, off-
site gathering for 20s/30s called “Thirsting for Justice” that will explore what the 
Christian tradition has to say/encourage in matters of racial equality, gender equality, 
economic equality, etc.  Our group is also hosting a multi-parish “Carols, Cookies, 
and Cocoa” holiday party in early December.   


• Our participation in the Lilly-funded “innovation hub” for ministry with Millenials is
also off the a great start.  Our team has met five times since early October and is 
deeply engaged in a phase of observation and research about how millennials 
engage matters of spirituality.  Bishop Mariann is thrilled that we are part of this 
program and has asked that we write an article to share in an upcoming diocesan 
newsletter.


• Participation in Adult Forums continues to be strong compared to past attendance,
with 20-30 people each Sunday.  Our discussions of the Ta-nehisi Coates book were 
challenging but well received.




• Our new Governance Committee has begun meeting to chew on a whole range of
policy matters to bring before the vestry as they come to recommendations (more
from Daniel Callis on this).

• Our Radical Welcome reading group has also started meeting and is chewing on
matters of welcome, inclusion, and power sharing in our parish (more from Greg
Lebel on this).

• Our new staff are settling into their rolls, with excellent feedback coming in from
parents regarding Brian Smith’s work with Sunday School and from the choir and
congregation with regard to Bobby Stubbs and the music program.  This is not to
say that transition pains/tensions do not exist, but all in all these transitions seem to
be unfolding very positively from my perspective.

Budget and Stewardship Season 

As you will hear/read in other reports, the wardens, treasurer and I have produced an asking 
budget as part of our campaign annual process of asking for pledges and getting ourselves to 
an approved budget. We look forward to discussing the contours of this proposed budget with 
you in our November and December meetings. 


The first step in our stewardship campaign this year is a “quiet phase” during October, 
involving all current and former members of the vestry and endowment board and other former 
officers. By now you should have received a pledge package by mail. We ask that you please 
submit your leadership pledge for 2018 as early as possible.


At the beginning of November pledge materials will be sent to the entire parish and 
stewardship speakers will offer brief reflections at Mass on the second, third, and fourth 
Sundays. In December a team of parishioners will follow-up with all who have not yet 
submitted a pledge.  Embry Howell has volunteered to lead this phase of the campaign (thank 
you Embry!), and she will need help from anyone on the vestry who is willing and able.




All Souls Memorial Episcopal Church 

Senior Warden’s Report – October 29, 2017 

Governance 
The newly-formed governance committee held its first meeting on October 8, 2017.  The purpose of the committee 
will be to research governance related topics identified by the rector, wardens, or others and to provide information 
and recommendations to the vestry.  Current committee members are:  Melissa Barrett, Trevor Boothe, Daniel 
Callis, Jessica Harvey, Kevin LeGrand, John Longstreth, Al Muller, and Heidi Rasciner. 
 
The committee discussed a range of projects to be researched over the coming year and organized into sub-groups to 
work on specific priority projects.  We plan to present at least preliminary information on the following topics for 
the November vestry meeting:  updates to the bylaws, organization of existing policies, rector job description, 
strategic ministry review, and rector housing. 
 

Hospitality 
We would like to inject new vigor into our parish social events and gatherings, especially those associated with feast 
days.  The proposed budget for 2018 includes hospitality funds, which we plan to use for feast-day cakes and other 
small tokens to make the days feel a bit more special.  Fr. Jadon and the wardens have identified the following days 
for special emphasis: 
 
All-parish gatherings and feast days through Annual Meeting 2018 (*combined mass):  

*All Souls Day November 5, 2017 (All Souls Remember) 
Thanksgiving Day, November 23, 2017 
Christmas Eve Mass, December 24, 2017 
Pancake Supper, February 3, 2018 
Easter Vigil, March 31, 2018 
Easter Sunday, April 1, 2018 
*Annual Meeting, May 20, 2018 (Pentecost) 

 

All Souls as a Polling Place 
After completion of the accessibility addition, then junior warden Martha Domenico contacted the DC Board of 
Elections (BOE) to inquire about restoring All Souls as the precinct polling place.  (All Souls had been the polling 
place for several years before our poor accessibility required a move to Leading Age at the corner of Connecticut 
and Calvert.)  Martha was told at the time that BOE would refrain from moving polling places until after the 2016 
general election. 
 
We began contacting BOE again soon after the November 2016 election.  After some delay, a representative from 
BOE toured the accessibility addition in October 2017 and saw that it was good.  We now have until early January 
to confirm our interest. 
 
Next steps will be to contact the library to make sure they can cancel their children’s programs on election days.  
This was the understanding when we entered into our agreement with the library but the use of the undercroft as a 
polling place was then theoretical.  The next elections are scheduled for Tuesday, June 19, 2018 (mayoral primary), 
and Tuesday, November 6, 2018 (general). 
 
Yours sincerely, 
Daniel Callis 
 
 
 



All Souls Episcopal Church 
Junior Warden’s Report 

October 29, 2017 
 
Water Meter Repairs: 

After much research, we have engaged a plumbing company to deal with the 
relocation of our water meter in order to allow DCWASA to upgrade the metering system to 
comply with their new remote reading system.  The price tag has not varied among the 
estimates we received but the scope of the work seemed to be all over the boards.  We met 
with Magnolia Plumbing, Heating & Cooling located in Washington in large part because 
they have had considerable experience in the water meter adjustments brought on by the 
District’s city-wide upgrade project. 

We have signed a contract with Magnolia and they will begin to pull the necessary 
permits and work with DCWASA to schedule the work. They anticipate that the work can 
be accomplished by descending into the current manhole at the corner of Cathedral and 
Woodley Place.  The work, if no complications, can be accomplished in one work day.  It will 
requesting off water service for some of the neighborhood and will be scheduled for a work 
day when many residents will be at their places of employment.  DCWASA will notify all 
affected prior to the shut-off. We have asked Magnolia to avoid scheduling the work on 
Tuesday so as not to interfere with the library program. 

Potential problems include excessive age of some of the service pipes that might 
require additional upgrading of those pipes as well as the very unlikely possibility 
according to Magnolia that access to the meter will require digging up part of the sidewalk.  
Because this is located on public space, it will necessitate a traffic flow component. 
Magnolia will keep us posted as to development along the way. 
 
 We continue to work with DCWASA on resolution of a bill they sent to us on 
7/18/17 claiming that we failed to provide “as-built drawings” during construction of  our 
new entrance wing.  We have paid the bill and filed a challenge to the charge under 
DCWASA procedures.  We are patiently awaiting their response. 
 
Considering How We Welcome: 

Reading Group:  A group of about eight parishioners has been reading Radical 
Welcome by Stephanie Spellers, Canon to the Presiding Bishop for Evangelization and 
Reconciliation.  The book is a practical theological guide for congregations that want to 
move beyond mere inclusivity toward becoming a place where welcoming "the other" is 
taken seriously and engaging God's mission becomes more than just a catch-phrase. The 
group is engaged in discussion around this concept as it relates to All Souls.  We will be 
talking with members of the parish on Sunday, October 28 about the book and the ideas it 
has spurred among the group. 



Members of the parish were invited to join these book discussions through two 
consecutive items in the weekly bulletin and weekly emails.  Those who have joined in 
include Debby Kelly, Matt Ackridge, Jessica Harvey , Elaine Eaker, vEnessa Acham,  and 
Melissa Mattoon, and Rachelle Sam. 

 
Interior and exterior Signage:   As we consider the question of welcome, we inevitably face 
not only questions of intent and approach, but also aspects of our physical surroundings.  
Obviously, one major factor that we have dealt with is physical access to our spaces which 
resulted in our building project a few years ago. And there are other areas where simple 
adjustments can be fruitful in adding to the feeling of warm welcome with which we pride 
ourselves. One is the simple question of signage that allows newcomers to figure out where 
things are and how to get there, including ingress and egress to/from the building and 
location of rest rooms, nursery, Conference and meeting rooms, etc .  I have been looking at 
both our exterior and interior spaces with an eye towards that concern.  On the exterior, we 
will be adding new signage to both our main doors to the sanctuary and to the office 
entrance directing visitors regarding access to the building.  Except on Sunday mornings, 
our front doors are closed and we are seemingly impenetrable to the casual visitor.  We are 
developing signage that will direct visitors to our office entrance on Woodley Place and on 
Woodley, instructions for gaining entrance. 
 

Name Tags:  We have wrestled with the question of name tags for a number of years 
now. Among the challenges are the undesirability of pin-backed and clip-type tags and the 
inconvenient location and rather sloppy appearance of the tags currently in the undercroft.  
We are about to produce new magnet-backed tags to avoid the down-side of clips and pins 
and we will be locating magnetic boards in four strategic locations in the building that will 
make access to tags much more convenient.  These name tags make it much easier for 
visitors to know whom they are talking to and for “newbies” to remember our names 
without asking.  We will make temporary visitor tags available as well so that we can more 
easily identify – and seek out to welcome – our visitors.  This will require a bit of a change 
in the culture here at All Souls in that name tags are not regularly worn by parishioners, so 
I’m asking members of the Vestry to be sure to wear these new name tags during coffee 
hour, adult formation,  and breakfast as a first important step in broadening their use by 
our members. 
 

Regular Welcome Receptions:  As part of our welcoming process, we have been 
inviting visitors to join Father Jadon for a brief, informal Get-to-Know-You and Q&A session 
after the 11 o’clock mass about once a month.  These sessions are an important an effective 
component of our welcoming process.  We hold them about once a month and typically 
have three or four participants. 
 



Utilizing Realm for Improving our Welcome Process:  We have begun using our new 
Realm software for identifying, informing, and tracking our visitors and newcomers and it 
is working quite well.  Realm allows us to enter into the system guests who sign our guest 
books or complete and pew card and to track our contacts along the way.  These contacts 
include a welcome note from the rector, a mailed or emailed information packet, an 
invitation to one of our welcome receptions with the Rector, and notes about attendance.  
Realm has provided us with the means to maintain all this information in one place along 
with reminders when steps are due along the way.  We will continue to refine the process 
as we learn more about how it’s working and continue to develop our welcome protocols. 

 
Submitted Sunday, October 29, 2017 
Greg Lebel, Junior Warden 
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